2019 GUN SAFES CATALOG

The Best Gun Safes and Made in the USA

www.vaultprous.com
Enjoy the Peace of Mind You Deserve!

America’s Finest Safes
Eagle Series Safes

Enjoy the Peace of Mind You Deserve!

20% LARGER THAN STANDARD SAFES!
All 760/762 Model Safes are now 33” depth, which gives you 20% more space inside your safe at no additional cost!

All Vault Pro safes and vault doors are proudly made by our skilled craftsman, in Santa Fe Springs, California. Vault Pro safes are designed to exceed DOJ, U.L. and Industry standards. With features like hand fitted 2” Double Step System Doors, Dual Palusol® Fire Gasket System, Multi-layer 2300° Ceramic fire blanket and X-Rate Fireboard, Vault Pro Safes provide all the burglary, theft and fire protection you will ever need for your valuables.

20% LARGER THAN STANDARD SAFES!
All 760/762 Model Safes are now 33” depth, which gives you 20% more space inside your safe at no additional cost!

All Vault Pro safes and vault doors are proudly made by our skilled craftsman, in Santa Fe Springs, California. Vault Pro safes are designed to exceed DOJ, U.L. and Industry standards. With features like hand fitted 2” Double Step System Doors, Dual Palusol® Fire Gasket System, Multi-layer 2300° Ceramic fire blanket and X-Rate Fireboard, Vault Pro Safes provide all the burglary, theft and fire protection you will ever need for your valuables.

800-299-6929
www.vaultprousa.com
Why Vault Pro?

While other safe companies are happy to import cheap foreign made safes, Vault Pro builds safes in the USA that exceed all standards of the safe industry, including: DOJ, U.L. RSC. Example. The State of California Department of Justice has the most stringent regulatory gun safe standards of any state. A safe must have all the following to meet D.O.J. Standards:

1. A safe shall be able to fully contain firearms and provide for their secure storage:

Vault Pro Gun Safes not only fully contain firearms and provide for their secure storage, but do it with state of the art security features, fire protection and style like no other.

2. Safes shall have a locking system consisting of at minimum a mechanical electronic combination lock with at least 10,000 possible combinations, consisting of a minimum three numbers, letters, or symbols. The lock shall be protected by a case-hardened (Rc 60+) drill-resistant steel plate, or drill-resistant material of equivalent strength:

Vault Pro Safes are built using only American Made Sargent & Greenleaf UL Listed Group II Locks and offer a myriad of upgrades including Group 1 locks, D-Drive Locks, Dual Locking Systems and Biometric Locks.

Vault Pro Safes include up to an inch of Case Hardened (Rc 60+) Drill Resistant Hard Plate… The minimum amount of Case Hardened (Rc 60+) Drill Resistant Hard Plate used in any of our safes is 1/2” (double the amount in most other gun safes). We provide more protection for your American Made Lock.

3. Boltwork shall consist of a minimum of three steel locking bolts of at least ½ inch thickness that intrude from the door of the safe into the body of the safe or from the body of the safe into the door of the safe, which are operated by a separate handle and secured by the lock:

Vault Pro has engineered our Boltwork to be the strongest and smoothest acting. Our 360° independently rotating Locking Bolts are all 1 1/2” in diameter and 4” in length, framed on a 10 gauge boxed bolt carriage (heavier than any of our competition) and are connected using a grade 8 Hex Bolt. Don’t settle for cheap angle iron or u-shaped bolt carriages that require anti-pry tabs because they bend under pressure.

As important as the Locking Bolts are…they aren’t anything without a strong frame to lock behind. While most safes use a minimum thickness of steel bent into an L-Shape as a door stop, Vault Pro uses a Multi-Stepped frame that seals against the door on at least 5 points and is 3/8” thick solid steel. Again…Vault Pro puts more steel and more protection into your safe providing you with the peace of mind you deserve.

4. Safes shall be capable of repeated use. The exterior safe walls shall be constructed of a minimum 12-gauge thick steel for a single-walled safe, or the sum of the steel walls shall add up to at least .100 inches for safes with two walls. Doors shall be constructed of a minimum of two layers of 12-gauge steel, or one layer of 7-gauge steel compound construction:

12 gauge is only 0.1046” thick. In a pry attack this safe loses every time. Vault Pro uses only premium quality steel and a minimum steel thickness of 10 gauge (0.1345, which is well over 1/8”) on the body and offers safes built using 7 gauge (0.1793 or 3/16”) and 3 gauge (1/4” or 0.250) for even greater protection against both fire and theft.

Vault Pro Doors start with a hand fit 1/4” plate of steel and reinforce that plate with a 10 gauge bolt guide as well as a z-shaped 10 gauge step system all the way around the door, by far exceeding what the D.O.J. requires. It only gets better from there. If you want the best protection for your valuables…you found it and Vault Pro builds it right here in America.

5. Safe door hinges shall be protected to prevent the removal of the door. Protective features include, but are not limited to: hinges not exposed to the outside, interlocking door designs, dead bars, jeweler’s lugs and active or inactive locking bolts:

Would be thieves may grind away at hinges thinking they will be able to get the door to open from the hinge side. If they take a grinder to Vault Pro’s hinges they’ll need to pack a lunch and maybe a sleeping bag because our hinges are 1 ¼” diameter x .250 D.O.M. (Seamless) barrels with a 3/4” cold rolled steel hinge pin. Even if the hinges are removed completely, there is a minimum of 7½” of steel on 60” tall safes still locked behind the frame protecting your valuables from hinge attacks. On Vault Pro’s 72” tall safes there is over 10½” of steel for even greater protection from hinge attacks.
Silver Eagle Series
Superior Fire and Burglary Protection

1 1/2 Hour Fire Protection
760/762 Models Now 20% Bigger!

Enjoy the Peace of Mind You Deserve!

- Vault Pro Safes are Proudly Made in Santa Fe Springs, California
- Full Length & Continuous Welded Seams
- Built to exceed UL Residential Security Container Specifications
- Built to exceed Department of Justice standards

Hand Fit 2” Double Step System Safe Door & Frame

- 5 1/2” Total Door Thickness
- Gap between Safe Door & Frame is only 1/16”
- Dual Palusol Gaskets (Double Seals Door in Fire)

Active Bolt Locking System

- U.L. Listed, American Made Group II Locks
- 4” x 1 1/2” Locking Bolts
- 3-Way Active Bolt Locking System
- 360° Independently Rotating Bolts
- Bolts lock behind a 3/8” Protective Stepped Frame
- 1/2” of Case Hardened (60+ Rockwell) Hard Plate
- Titan Dual +1 Re-locker
- 14 (60” models) to 18 (72” models) Locking Bolts Total

Superior Fire Protection

- 90 Minutes at 1650°
- 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket in Door
- 3-layers of X-Rate Fireboard in Body

Silver Eagle Series Safe Colors:
Textured: Black, White, Brown, Gray or Green

Gloss Finishes Available

Safe Sizes:
72” Tall by 30”, 40”, 50” or 60” Wide
60” Tall by 30” or 40” Wide
Standard safe depth is 28” (31” on 750 and 33” on 760/762) including handle
Silver Eagle Series Safes

Choosing the proper safe. Protecting your valuable gun collection is but one of the considerations that should be made when choosing a safe. Important questions to ask include; how many and what type of guns do you own? (Long guns take up a considerable amount of space and you don’t want them all crammed together, which might cause damage to your gun collection.) Do you anticipate adding to your collections? (Most of us do.) How much space do you have for a safe? Vault Pro makes safes up to 72” tall, which have the same footprint as smaller safes, but can accommodate plenty of long guns, and provide much more vertical storage space for handguns and other valuables such as; jewelry, electronics, collectible art and important documents. As a rule of thumb one should choose a larger safe than needed at the moment. This allows for future expansion without the necessity of buying another safe in the future.

Silver Eagle Series safes provide high security and elegance with top-quality construction and amenities not found on cheap, low quality foreign made safes. Silver Eagle safes start with a solid 10 gauge bent body construction with full length & continuous welded seams. To protect against prying attacks and fire infiltration the Silver Eagle Series safe use a stepped door system, which is hand fitted to a heavy duty matching design 3/4” step system frame. The door and frame close together at multiple critical points with a very tight door to frame gap of only 1/16”. When locked our doors don’t rattle and remain snug & tight against the frame. Dual Palusol® heat sealing gaskets and 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket along with multiple layers of X-Rate Fireboard provide additional layers of protection from fire & heat infiltration.

A 3-way active bolt locking system consisting of up to 18, 4” x 1½” independently rotating locking bolts securely seal the door. A U.L. listed American made lock is protected against drill attacks by 1/2” of case hardened (60+ Rockwell) hard plate. Titan dual relockers are standard and provide ultimate protection against punch attacks. This is one tough safe, built for a lifetime of use and backed by a lifetime warranty.
Golden Eagle Series
Outstanding Fire and Burglary Protection

7 Ga. (3/16”) Bent Body Construction
2 Hour Fire Protection
760/762 Models Now 20% Bigger!

Enjoy the Peace of Mind You Deserve!

• Vault Pro Safes are Proudly Made in Santa Fe Springs, California
• Full Length & Continuous Welded Seams
• Built to exceed UL Residential Security Container Specifications
• Built to exceed Department of Justice standards

Hand Fit 2” Double Step System Safe Door & Frame

• 5½” Total Door Thickness
• Gap between Safe Door & Frame is only 1/16”
• Dual Palusol® Gaskets (Double Seals Door in Fire)

Active Bolt Locking System

• U.L. Listed, American Made Group II Locks
• 4” x 1½” Locking Bolts
• 4-Way Active Bolt Locking System
• 360° Independently Rotating Bolts
• Vault Pro Locking Bolt Detent System
• Bolts lock behind a ¾” Protective Stepped Frame
• 3/4” of Case Hardened (60+ Rockwell) Hard Plate
• Titan Dual +1 Re-locker
• 14 (60” models) to 18 (72” models) Locking Bolts Total

Superior Fire Protection

• 120 Minutes at 1750°
• 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket in Door
• 4-layers of X-Rate Fireboard in Body

Golden Eagle Series Safe Colors:
Textured: Black, White, Brown, Gray or Green
Gloss Finishes, Two Tone Fade and Premium Colors Available.

Safe Sizes:
72” Tall by 30”, 40”, 50” or 60” Wide
60” Tall by 30” or 40” Wide
Standard safe depth is 28” (31” on 750 and 33” on 760/762) including handle

American Made
L. E. D. Lighting & Electrical

• Aluminum Housed L.E.D. Lights
• Motion Activated Sensor Lights when door is opened
• Dual Gang Electrical Outlet

Convertible Interior

• Plush American Made Rontex™ Interior
• Convertible Shelving with Gun Racks - Fully Adjustable and Removable

800-299-6929
www.vaultprousa.com
Golden Eagle Series Safes

How much safe do you need? The Golden Eagle Series safes offer an abundance of standard amenities not typically found on other safes, including automatic American made L.E.D. lighting and dual gang electrical outlet. All Vault Pro safes are built to the highest quality standards right here in the USA.

Starting with solid 7 Ga. (3/16”) Bent Body construction, the Golden Eagle Series safes offer exceptional defense against burglary, break in and superior fire protection for guns, jewelry, electronic media, important documents, and anything that needs safe keeping.

Golden Eagle Safes feature a super tight fitting 2” Step System Door (5½” total thickness) that is fitted perfectly to a matching heavy duty 3/4” step system frame with a mere 1/16” gap between the two, providing the ultimate protection against pry attacks. The Step System Door is secured by up to 18 independently rotating solid steel locking bolts 4” x 1½” thick with 4-way activation. 3/4” thick 60+ Rockwell hard-plate shields the lock against drill attacks, and a Titan dual + 1 re-locking system protects the safe against punch attacks. The Step System Door is lined with 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket and multiple layers of X-Rate Fire Board. The door seals tightly against a matching frame with dual Palusol® gaskets that work together to provide 1750° fire protection for 2 hours.

Vault Pro’s Golden Eagle Series safes are truly formidable, combining state of the art burglary and fire resistance for superior protection.
1/4" Bent Body Construction
2 Hour Fire Protection
760/762 Models Now 20% Bigger!

Enjoy the Peace of Mind You Deserve!

- Vault Pro Safes are Proudly Made in Santa Fe Springs, California
- Full Length & Continuous Welded Seams
- Built to exceed UL Residential Security Container Specifications
- Built to exceed Department of Justice standards

Hand Fit 2” Double Step System Safe Door & Frame

- 1/4" Steel Door Front Plate - 5 1/2" Total Door Thickness
- 1/4" Inner Steel Safe Door Plate
- Gap between Safe Door & Frame is only 1/16"
- Dual Palusol® Gaskets (Double Seals Door in Fire)

Active Bolt Locking System

- U.L. Listed, American Made Group II Locks
- 4" x 1 1/2" Locking Bolts
- 4-Way Active Bolt Locking System
- 360° Independently Rotating Bolts
- Vault Pro Locking Bolt Detent System
- Bolts lock behind a 3/4" Protective Stepped Frame
- 1" of Case Hardened (60+ Rockwell) Hard Plate
- Titan Quadruple +1 Re-locker
- 14 (60" models) to 18 (72" models) Locking Bolts Total
- Solid Brass or Solid Stainless Steel Handle

Superior Fire Protection

- 120 Minutes at 1880°
- 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket in Door
- 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket in Body
- 3-layers of X-Rate Fireboard in Body

American Eagle Series Safe Colors:
Standard Matte Finish: Black, White, Brown, Gray or Green
Gloss Finishes, Two Tone Fade, Premium Colors and Custom Art Available.

American Made
L. E. D. Lighting & Electrical

- Motion Activated Sensor Lights when door is opened
- Dual Gang Electrical Outlet
- Golden Rod Dehumidifier: protects guns, electronics, artwork & valuables in your gun vault from moisture

3 in 1 Convertible Interior

- Plush American Made Rontex™ Interior
- Convertible Shelving with 2 Gun Rack Styles
- Fully Adjustable & Removable

800-299-6929
www.vaultprousa.com
American Eagle Series Safes

Are you looking for a safe with top fire and burglary protection and plenty of room to store all your guns and valuables? Then look no further, you have found the safe of your dreams. The American Eagle Series safes come with a long list of standard features not found on other safes. And ALL our safes are made in America. Don’t be fooled by competitors selling cheap imported safes. Every safe we sell is made by our skilled craftsman right here in the USA.

Our step system safe doors are truly amazing. We use the highest grade materials in our American made steel safe doors. The hand fitted step door seals at multiple key points to a matching heavy duty 3/4” solid steel door frame on the 1/4” bent body safe. The safe doors and body lock securely utilizing 4” x 1 1/2”, 360° independently rotating locking bolts, which protect against cutting. The minuscule gap between the door & safe body is a super tight 1/16” to protect against pry attacks. An American made U.L. listed lock, 1” thick case hardened 60+ Rockwell hard plate and quadruple +1 relockers further enhance the anti-burglary features of the American Eagle series safes.

The American Eagle Series Safes feature a 5½” thick Double Step System Door that includes not only one by two 1/4” plates of steel that sandwich a layer of 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket and a dual layer of X-Rate Fire Board between the two for ultimate security and fire protection, the Step System Door seals on multiple levels against Dual Palusol® Gaskets providing you with beyond 2 hour fire protection.

Vault Pro builds safes with quality second to none. American Eagle Series safes are the ultimate choice for protecting your valuables with a long list of amenities favored by collectors.

American Eagle Series Fire Protection and Anti-Pry System

Step System Door Seals to Safe Body at Key Points

- 1/4” Protective Steel
- 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket
- X Rate Fireboard Layers
- More X Rate Fireboard Layers
- 1/4” Inner Steel Liner

Superior Fire and Burglary Protection
1 1/2” x 4” Locking Bolts
2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket
Overall Door Thickness 5 1/8”

American Eagle Body with 2300° Ceramic Fire Blanket

- 1/4” Outer Steel
- 2300°F Ceramic Fire Blanket
- Triple Layer 5/8” X-Rate Fireboard
- Multi-Steel Inner Liner Option

Add up to four layers of: Steel, AR-500 Steel or Stainless Steel

*2300 Ceramic - standard on American Eagle Series
THE MONSTER GUN SAFE™
The Only True 100 Long Gun Safe

Need a BIG GUN SAFE? We’ve Got the BIGGEST!
72” x 72” x 42”

Standard depth includes handle.
The Monster Gun Safe™ Standard Features:

- 72” Height x 72” Width x 42” Depth Standard depth includes handle
- 2” Step System Door - Overall Door Thickness 5½”
- 10 Gauge Steel Body
- Bent Body Construction
- Full Length and Continuously Welded Seams
- Step-System-Door Hand Cut and Custom Fitted
- Dual Palusol® Gaskets
- 18 Bolt Locking System with Top & Bottom Bolts
- Sargent and Greenleaf Spy-Proof lock (U.L. Listed & American Made)
- 1” 60+ Rockwell hard plate
- Titan Quadruple +1 Re-locking System
- Black, Brown, White, Gray or Green Matte Finish - Many Optional Colors and Gloss finishes Available
- 5-Prong Handle
- Silver or Gold Double Pinstripe and Matching Hardware
- Rontex™ Interior Including Custom and Convertible Shelving

The Monster Gun Safe - Popular Options:

- 7 Gauge or 1/4” Steel Body
- 2300º Ceramic Fire Blanket
- Inside Steel Liner
- Stainless Steel Inner Liner
- AR-500 Ballistic Liner
- Long Gun Pro Door Backing with Pistols Pro Pegs above
- Pistol Pro Door Backing Custom Matched to Your Pistols (up to 36)
- American Made L.E.D. Lighting and Electrical
- Gloss Finish and Custom Colors Available.

We are custom specialists. Call us for FREE quote: 800-299-6929
OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

Steel Inner & Outer Liners
Safes, Vault Doors & Walk-in Vaults all rely on steel for structure as well as for protection. The rule is “Steel = Security”. The more steel you have between a malicious intruder or natural disaster and your valuables…the more secure the valuables.

Add Up to Four Layers of Steel, Stainless Steel or AR-500 Steel to Your Safe.
Vault Pro offers several different thicknesses and layers of steel, both inside and outside of your vault to protect your valuables and in some cases…yourself. Don’t be fooled by thin-skinned vaults with no guts when Vault Pro puts steel where you need it most.

Stainless Steel Inner Liners
Vault Pro uses 304 Stainless Steel, also known as 18/8 for its composition of 18% chromium and 8% nickel. Self-healing in oxygen, 304 Stainless Steel rapidly dissipates heat and when used properly and in proper quantity is impervious to torch cutting, providing superior security and protection where torch cutting may occur.

AR-500 Ballistic Steel Inner Liner
Do you want the best ballistic resistance available on the market today? AR500 is not surface hardened…it is quenched, tempered & through hardened. AR500 is premium grade steel used where extreme abrasion, wear and impact are immanent.

Add a layer of AR-500 plate steel inside your Vault Pro Safe, Vault Door or Walk-in Vault and “Rest Assured…Vault Pro has you covered!”

American Made S&G EMP Proof locks
To insure maximum security Vault Pro uses only the highest quality U.L. listed American made locks for our safes and vaults. A S&G Spy-proof lock is standard on all of our safes. We also offer D-Drive digital, and biometric from S&G. For ultimate peace of mind you can add a dual locking system and EMP proof locking system. Call for more information.

Handles

5-Prong Wheel (Chrome, Black Chrome or Brass Plated)
Optional Solid Brass or Polished Stainless Steel
L-Shape Handle
2300° Ceramic Fireproofing

From Space Shuttle tiles & kilns to kitchen counters, ceramics have been used in the most extreme fire, heat and thermal conditions.

If you have sensitive electronics, documents, film, etc. and are concerned about the contents of your safe surviving a fire, you need Vault Pro's Ceramic Fireproofing.

Most safe manufacturers use gypsum (dry-wall) for fireproofing and provide ratings of 1200° usually between 30 to 40 minutes. Vault Pro offers 1880° protection for up to 2 hours using 2300° Ceramic Fire Blanket. Used in conjunction with our Step System Doors that seal against dual Palusol® Gaskets on multiple levels nothing else comes close. Ceramic 2300° Fireproofing is standard on American Eagle Series safes.

L.E.D. Automatic Lighting

Don't be left in the dark...Vault Pro's Automatic L.E.D. Lighting System automatically lights up the interior of your safe when you open the door. L.E.D. Lighting Systems are low energy, all American Made and are made to last a lifetime. Standard on the American Eagle and Golden Eagle.

Dual Gang Electrical Outlet

Electrical outlets at the top & bottom inside your safe allow you to plug in a dehumidifier, lighting system, watch winder, back up hard-drive or any other electrical amenities requiring power inside your safe. Vault Pro uses only steel electrical boxes, high line double gang outlets and stainless steel cover plates for a rich and durable look that will last a lifetime. Standard on the American Eagle.

Safe in Safe

Safe in Safe built to match the thickness of the safes steel body including sealed piano hinged door, 1/4" 60+ Rockwell Hard-plate, S&G Standard Rotary Combination or optional D-Drive Digital Lock and complete liner.

Dehumidifiers

Keep moisture out with the #1 dehumidifier made in the USA.

Golden Rod 12” or 18” Dehumidifier

*Standard on American Eagle
NEW From Vault Pro USA

HANDGUN PRO SAFE

Superior Security When You Need It Most!

- American Made
- 10, 7 or 3 Gauge Steel Body
- S&G D-Drive Digital Lock
- Military Grade PE Foam Insert
- Holds 2 Handguns Plus - Magazines and Ammunition
- Bolt Down Capability

MADE IN THE USA
In keeping with Vault Pro’s tradition and history of the highest quality all American made secure firearm storage – Vault Pro is proud to introduce the Handgun Pro Safe.

Thanks to Vault Pro, you now have the ability to fully protect your firearms with the strength and reliability of a safe in the new heavy duty Handgun Pro Safe.

Vault Pro’s Hand Gun Pro Safes are designed to protect your weapons from the harshest travel conditions and abuse using a minimum of 10 gauge steel, Military Grade PE Foam and are quickly accessible using the lighted keypad of the digital lock day or night. Handgun Pro Safe Bolt down capability…bolt your Handgun Pro Safe near a bed, in a closet or in your vehicle.

A Real Safe with Thick Steel Body and Digital Lock

Secure your weapons using the thickest steel available in any handgun safes available today.

- 10 Gauge weighs 22 lbs.
- 7 Gauge (3/16”) weighs 29 lbs.
- 3 Gauge (1/4”) weighs 36 lbs.

Military Grade protective foam inserts protect two handguns and has a universal accessory space for magazines, ammunition, cleaning accessories, etc.

Sargent & Greenleaf D-Drive Digital Lock (E.M.P. resistant to 50,000 kva) with Lighted Keypad for fast and accurate accessibility day or night. (Overall height includes keypad)

CALL US: 800-299-6929
Superior Quality · Superior Construction · Superior Protection

All Vault Pro Safes Easily Exceed DOJ & U.L. Standards and are Made in America

Standard Features on All Eagle Series Safes
Looking for a quality American Made Safe? Vault Pro list of standard features is unsurpassed.

- Vault Pro Safes are Proudly Made in the USA
- Built to exceed UL Residential Security Container Specifications
- Built to exceed Department of Justice standards
- Bent Body Construction
- Hand Fit 2” Double Step System Safe Door & 3/4” Solid Steel Frame
- 5 1/4” Total Door Thickness
- Gap between safe door & frame is only 1/16”
- Dual Palusol® Heat Sealing Gaskets
- 3 or 4 Way Active Bolt Safe Locking System
- U.L. Listed, American Made Group II Locks
- 4” x 1 1/2” Locking Bolts
- 360° Independently Rotating Bolts
- Bolts lock behind a 3/4” Protective Stepped Frame
- Case Hardened (60+ Rockwell) Hard Plate
- Titan Multi-Relocker Systems
- Superior Fire Protection
- 2300° Ceramic Fire Blanket in Door
- Multi-Layer X-Rate Fireboard in Body
- Convertible Plush American Made Interior
- Lifetime Warranty - Break in & Fire

800-299-6929

www.vaultprousa.com
Email: pro1@vaultprousa.com

We also manufacture the finest American made Vault Doors and Storm Shelter Safe Rooms. Call for more information.